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APPLICATIONS OF SSNTDs IN HIGH ENIiRGY PHYSICS

I. Otterlund

Department of Cosmic High Energy Physics

University of Lund, So'lvegatan 1^,

S-2 23 6 2 LUND, Sweden.

Abstract. Different applications of the emulsion technique in
high energy physics are given. Investigations of heavy ion and
proton-nucleus reactions with the conventional emulsion tech-
nique will be presented together with a short interpretation of
recent results. Methods of using nuclear emulsion with embed-
ded targets will be discussed. Emulsion stacks in hybrid sys-
tems with electronic tagging suggest a new and interesting app-
lication of the emulsion technique. This method and experi-
ments now under way using hybridized emulsions will shortly be
reviewed.

1. Introduction.

In this talk, applications of solid state nuclear track detec-

tors (SSNTDj will be limited to applications of nuclear emul-

sions which have so far been the SSNTDs most used in high ener-

gy physics. Applications of silver chloride track detectors,

developed by Schopper et al. (1), and plastic track detectors,

especially experiments by Price et al. (2), have produced inte-

resting results from high energy heavy ion reactions, However,

in order to limit the scope of my talk, applications of these

techniques will not be reviewed.

In most emulsion experiments, high energy physics have used a

conventional emulsion technique. However, recent improvements

in the emulsion technique, due to identifiable nuclear targets

embedded in the emulsion, may increase the accuracy of the ex-

perimental data and stimulate emulsion experiments.

In high energy heavy ion physics, the emulsion technique seems

to be useful, especially in studies of the emission of fast

target fragments (search for shock wave phenomena), of beam
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nucleus fragmentation, and of correlations between the projec-

tile and target fragmentation (3-10).

The emulsion technique is advantageous in that the interactions

can be observed event by event. Thus, it is possible to select

reactions with only target fragmentation or projectile fragmen-

tation from more central collisions, to investigate reactions

without break up or excitation of the target nucleus or reac-

tions with high pion multiplicities, etc. These properties of

the detector are of special importance in studies of heavy ion

collisions owing to the complex nature of the reaction.

In investigations of high energy hadron-nucleus reactions, emul-

sion detectors have given significant contributions to the in-

vestigations in this field. When high energy protons and pions

became available at Serphukov and at Fermilab, the interest in

the emulsion technique increased. Since then the interest in

emulsion experiments has continued to grow. The first results

from emulsion experiments showed that the intra-nuclear casca-

de in the hit nucleus failed to appear at high energies (11).

It was then believed that the nucleus can act as a suitable de-

tector for the space time evolution of multiparticle produc-

tion, which can hardly be observed from the asymptotic states

of produced particles in hadron-nucleon reactions. Now the

questions have also been focused on the problems of what really

happens when a hadron hits a nucleus. Are there independent

reactions between the impinging hadron and target nucleons, or

does the incident hadron react coherently with several target

nucleons?

During the last two years we have been witnessing a remarkable

number of important discoveries: the \p and IJJ' states; the ob-

servation of a sudden rise in the ratio R of hadrons to muon

pairs produced in e e annihilations at /s=*3.1 GeV (12) respec-

tively /I<*3.7 GeV (13), and further structure in R for v'sM GeV

(neutral state with mass 1865+15 MeV/c2 and charged state with

mass 1876±15 MeV/c2 (14)), u+y~ events in tne Fermilab neu-

trino experiments (15), etc. The leading interpretation of
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this phenomenon is that production of charmed particles is res-

ponsible for most of the observed structure. Clearly, it is

now of the utmost importance to see whether one can directly

observe the production and weak decay of charmed particles.

Experiments now under way, using emulsion stacks in hybrid sys-

tems with electronic tagging, is a relatively simple and effi-

cient method of searching for charmed particles.

2. Notations in emulsion experiments

Tn emulsion evner i men t <; . the emulsion i s in ceneral used as

both target and detector. The targets consist of hydrogen, a

light (L) group of CiVO-targets and a heavy (H) group of AgBr-

-targets. The mean mass of emulsion nuclei is 60 (16). The

light nuclei have a mean mass equal to 14; and the heavy nuclei

have a mean mass equal to 94.

The average number of encounters between an_incident_hadron

and the nucleons in the target nucleus, v, is defined from the

equation

A ^
(1),v =

where a, and a,, are the inelastic cross-sections for hadron-

proton and hadron-nucleus interactions (16,17). Experimental

values of the inelastic cross-sections give (16)

ir-A interactions v = 0.74 A * ,_•»

p-A interactions v = 0.70 A0"31

For proton-emulsion nucleus reactions v, = 1.6 and v.. = 2.9.

The particles emitted in emulsion interactions are classified

according to the ionization produced along the tracks. Normal-

ly, we do not identify the particles. Consequently, we simply

call them black, grey, heavy track-producing particles, and

shower-particles. In high energy p-A reactions we define:

the number of black_track;:producing_garticles. These par-

ticles have an ionization of I > 6.8 I , where I is the
o' o

ionization of the primary proton. This ionization range
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corresponds to protons with energies » 30 MeV. Black

track-producing particles are mainly fragments emitted

from the excited target. They not only have energy but

also angular distributions typical of thermal processes.

n. = the number of grey track^groducing particles. The ioniza-

tion of these tracks are 6.8 IQ > I > 1.4 IQ, correspon-

ding to protons in the energy range 30-400 MeV. Grey

track-particles are believed to be associated with the re-

coiling particles.

N, = n + n^ = the number of heavy__prong_garticles (having

& < 0.7). N, is interpreted as the number of charged

fragments emitted from the target.

ng - the number of shower-particles. These particles have

II > 0.7 (I < 1.4 I ) , and are mainly p:.ons produced in the

reaction.

<n .> = the average number of charged particles observed in a

collision of a hadron with a proton.

When investigating hadron-nucieus reactions, the quantity
<n >

R = which is the ratio between the shower-particle mul-
<nch>

tiplicity in hadron-nucleus reactions and the charged particle

multiplicity in pp reactions, is frequently used to interpret

the data.

In emulsion experiments on mu.l tiparticle production, emission

angles 9 are measured. Froir. these measurements it is possible

to obtain rapidity distributions by using the pseudorapidity

variable:

Vlab * n * ~ln *« 8 / 2

A comparison between Y, , and n is given, for example, in

ref. 16.

3. Applications in heavy ion physics

During the first experiments in high energy heavy ion reactions,

emulsion detectors and nuclei from cosmic radiation were used.

Many of the observations made in these ^arly experiments have

now been confirmed in experiments with beams of artificial
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accelerated heavy ions. Especially, there are the following

observations from the "cosmic ray period", which may be of spe-

cial importance for the interpretation of the reaction mecha-

nism:

i Fragments with energies much above the fermi energy are

often emitted from the target (18).

ii Events occur with high multiplicity of fast He-nuclei

from the target nucleus (Table 1).

Table 1. Results from cosmic ray heavy ion reactions

(12 < Z i n c < 26, E > 2 GeV/nucleon)

Number of He-frag-

ments Ej, > 36 MeV

Number of

interactions

< EHe >

MeV

< 8He >

degrees

0
1
2-3
4-7

45
19
12

6

93±17
109±17
165±31

79±8
62±8
64±8

-2
104*)

-1
IS.7*)

0
usi

•1 -1 0
log t g 9

*1 -1
15.7*)

0
145*1

•1
(SO*

•2

Fig. 1. Experimental logtg 8 distributions of shower par-
ticles in three large cosmic ray stars. The cur-
ves are pion distributions from 10 GeV p-p in-
teractions (20).

iii There exist reactions with small impact parameters where

no protons emitted from the incident nucleus can be obser-

ved within a narrow forward cone in the lab. system thus

indicating large transverse momentum transfer (20). This

is clearly seen in Fig. 1 where the excess (*» the diffe-

rence between the histogram and the curve) is in the range

of 5° -35° (20).
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iv The pseudo-rapidity distribution (log tg 9) of relativis-

tic singly charged particles has a surprisingly small

standard deviation in interactions where both of the in-

teracting nuclei are almost totally disintegrated (20).

v There may exist reactions with picn multiplicities much

higher than expected from a simple superposition of had-

ron-nucleus reactions (20).

Table 2. The production cross-sections (barn) for emission

of 1-4 He nuclei in 160-eraulsion nucleus interactions.

Number of He
nuclei from
the projec-
tile nucleus

1
2
3
4

E = 0.2
Kullberg

0
0
0
0

.25

.32

.22

.04

(8)

i

±

t

GeV/n
et al.

0.
0.
0.
0.

.03

.04

.03

.01

E

0
0
0

= 2 GeV/n
Jakobsson
et al.(7)

.19 t 0.03

.19 ± 0.04

.27 ± 0.04
« 0.01

E

0
0
0
0

= i1 GeV/n
Judek |

.20

.22

.20

.03

* 0,
± 0,
± 0,
± 0,

[6)

.02

.03

.02

.02

T~*T—T—i—i—i—r

Fig. 2. Angular distri-
butions of all
particles with
REL > 44 MeV/cm
in 16O-AgBr re-
actions at 0.2
and 2 GeV/nucle-
on (3).

150 180

Fig. 3 Angular distributions of
reaction products in
16O+Ag collisions recor-
ded as stars in AgCl-de-
tectors; > 15 prongs (1)

In emulsion experiments, using heavy

ion beams from the Bevatron-Bevaläc

at Berkeley, fragmentation of the in-

cident nuclei and emission of fast

target fragments has been the main

subject of study (Figs. 2 and 3,

Table 2). Of special interest are

the results on angular distributions

of high energy He nuclei, emit-
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ted from the target in central lsO-AgBr interactions. It has

recently been found that the angular distribution is highly

forward peaked at 0.2 GeV/nucleon but almost isotrcpic at 2

GeV/nucleon (Figs. 2 and 3).

Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate two different models designed to ex-

plain the emission of fast fragments from the target. Hydro-

dynamic calculations predict the formation and propagation of

shock waves when the nurl rar <;niin.;1 velocity (y ~ 0.2 c) is ex-

ceeded. Some of these models predict comparatively narrow

peaks at a straight angle to a conical shock front (Fig. 4)(1).

In the nuclear fireball model, the nucleons which are swept out

from the target and projectile form a hot, quasi-equilibrated

fireball, which decays as an ideal gas, Fig. 5

Fig. 4 The final stage of a Fig. S
central penetration
of a light nucleus
into a heavier one.
The main Mach shock front
moves in the direction
given by ip (1).

The nuclear fireball
model (21).

The technique with embedded wires in emulsions (see chapter 4)

should be suitable for heavy ion physics and may give signifi-

cant information about, for instance, pion production, correla-

tions between projectile and target fragmentation, fragmenta-

tion cross sections in thr hundreds of MeV/nucleon regions, etc.

All of which properties are not very well known.
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4. Applications in experiments on inuiliparticle production

(hadron-nucleus reactions).

4.1. Exgeriinents_u.sing_the_converiticnal emulsion technique.

There have been comprehensive emulsion experiments at Serphukov

and Fermilab, all of them in the field of multi-hadron reaction

studies. The emulsion technique allows an event-to-event study

of the reactions, which is a great advantage. The high spatial

resolution makes it possible to measure emission angles with

high accuracy (angles ~ 10 are measured with an error of

10-20%). The registration of very slow charged fragments and

electrons from nuclear decay permits the experimentalists to

select with confidence events without break up or excitation of

the nucleus.
700

Coherent p-A reactions have there-

fore been extensively studied with 2

the emulsion technique. Multipli- £,00-

cities in reactions without any

target fragments are shown in

Fig. 6. The peaks contain cohe-

rently produced pions from the

following reactions:

o

j> 150-

I 50-1

200 CeV

Mnn
I

< 10 U II 27
NUMBER OF $H0WER PABTICUS

n

ns - 3

p + A + k

A -: nir k 7T° •

+ A

A

f P + A - - p f f T T ~ + kTT° + A

p + A -" n 7r .r if + k̂ r +

etc.
k = 0 , 1 ,2 , . . .

Fig. 6. Multiplicity distri
bution in reactions
without break up or
excitation of the
target nucleus
("clean events")
(22).

(4)

In order to understand the space-time development of hadronic

matter, multiplicity distributions and rapidity distributions

(In tg 8/2) have been measured. Figs. 7 and 8 show multiplici-

ty and rapidity distributions at different incident energies.

A comparison of the shower-particle multiplicities in p-A and

pp reactions gives Rem « 1.8 (Table 3) and this value stays
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fairly constant with energy. The lov; multiplicity observed

cannot be explained by any one-step-process where the seconda-

ries are produced instantaneously (Fig. 9).

Fig. 8. Rapidity distribu-
tions at 24,50,67,
200 and 300 GeV
(23,25).

Fig. 7. Multiplicity distributions
at 24,50,67,200 and
300 GeV (23-26) . Fig. 9. Intra-nuclear

cascade process

Table 7> (27,28) If we assume that the hadron

interacts independently with

the target nucleons the first

stage of a hadron-nucleus

collision can be considered

as a simple collision of a

hadron with a nucleon. The

behaviour of the hadror. mat-

ter just after the first collision must be determined and diffe-

rent possibilities for this behaviour h?ve been suggested (29).

If intermediate states are generated by diffractive excitation

of the incident proton and the target nucleons (Fig. 10), the

average multiplicities are predicted by the formula

Energy

(GeV)

200
300
400

1
1
1

<

3.
5.
6.

2*0
1*0
5*0

.1

.2

.5

k

1
1
1

<ns>

<nch

.72*0.

.78*0.

.83*0.

>

03
03
07
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< n s >

R = . s - 1 + 0 . 5 (v-1)
vnch>

(5)

In Fig. 11, multiplicities predicted from this formula are com-

pared with experimental results.

It has also been suggested that the in-

cident hadron may interact collectively

with nucleons in the path of the inci-

dent particle (31). The target nucle-

ons seen by the incident hadron are thus

considered as a single object. The had-

ron-nucleus reaction should therefore

Fig. 10. Independent
particle
n.odel.

have the same properties as a hadron-nuc-

leon reaction at the same centre of mass

energy. For example, the scaled multiplicity distribution

should be the same in pp and p-A reactions and this prediction

agrees with experimental observations (Figs. 13 and 16).

A

3
200

Fig. 12. Coherent Tube
Model (31).

Fig. 11. R as a function
of v (30).

c
V

In hadron-nucleon reactions

the rapidity distributions

are often divided into three

parts; target fragmentation,

projectile fragmentation and

pionization regions (Fig. 14j,

The rapidity distributions in

Fig. 8 show that, the rapidity

,E 0.01

Fig. 13,

3.0

Slattery pp-curve (so-
lid curve) compared to
scaled multiplicity
distributions in p-CNO
and p-AgBr interac-
tions (25).
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TARGET

FRAGMENTATION

f PJONIZATION

PROJECTILE
FRAGMENTATION

\

Fig. 14. Rapidity distribution
in pp reactions.

11.

distribution in the target

fragmentation region is

energy-independent in pA-reac-

tions. On the other hand, the

rapidity distribution in the

projectile fragmentation re-

gion is independent of the tar-

get mass and equal to the pp

distribution (Fig. 17). This

observation can be understood

in the picture of intermediate states production.

It is now very important to determine the number of recoiling

protons among the shower-particles. This information is neces-

sary not only to obtain a correct interpretation of the emul-

sion results but also tc draw conclusions as to what extent

the suggested theoretical models can reproduce the experimental

observations.

4.2. Studies_of hadron-nucleusinteractions rjsing_nuclear

Despite the many favourable features nuclear emulsions offer

to physicists, there are also a few disadvantages. The most

conspicuous one of these is intrinsic to their nature as an

inhomogeneous medium, denoted by the great variety of nuclei in

the emulsion. Consequently, when the emulsions are used to

study the interactions of incoming particles with the nuclei of

the emulsions, it is not possible to determine, with any degree

of certainty, the identity of the nucleus involved.

One method used for the study in emulsions of the events produ-

ced in an element has been to load emulsions with wires. The

first incorporation of wires into nuclear emulsions was des-

cribed by Meulemans et al. (32) and Danysz and Yekutieli (33).

The most important problem they encountered in processing such

plates was the elimination of the distortion introduced by the

presence of the wires. The distortion arises from volume
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0.06 cm

changes of the emulsion and movements of the wires during the

processing:

A new method of introducing

known targets into nuclear

emulsions has recently been

developed by B. Lindkvist

(34). In this method, fine

wires are embedded in the

median plane of nuclear emul-

sions. Figure 15 shows a

nuclear emulsion with embed-

ded wires. Two emulsion

pellicles - one stripped

emulsion and one emulsion

on glass - are laminated

fine wires in a grid between the emulsions. The method

it possible to develop the emulsions without any distor-

WIRE-LOADED
EMULSION PLATE

WIRES OF
I TUNGSTEN

0 = 0.002 cm

Fig. 15

with

makes

tion.

Nuclear emulsions with
embedded wires.
B. Lindkvist (3 4).

A similar method has been used

by Lord et a.l. (30). They use

a mixture of one gram of pow-

der and about 100 cc of water,

which is quickly poured over

00 emulsion on glass

10 2C 30 40

NUMBER OF SHOWER PARTICLES

Fig. 16. Shower-particle multi-
plicity distributions
for tungsten and chro-
mium. The solid cur-
ves are obtained by a
KNO-like scaling of
the charged particle
multiplicity distribu-
tion in proton-proton
interactions (30).

A second 200 micron emulsion

layer is finally added and the

resultant sandwich is dried.

The average granule diameter

in their loaded emulsions is

about 15 microns.

Figures 16, 17 and 18 show re-

sults obtained with the tech-

nique of loaded emulsions.

Figs. 16 and 17 show shower-

particle multiplicity distri-
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but ion-; and rapidity distributions in p-W and p-Cr reacticns

obtained by Florian et al. (3;»).

Pig. 18 shows R
eq

<n >
— ~—=• as a iunction of N. . The<n , > - 0 . 5 hch

black points show the emulsion data of 300 GeV (35). The tri-

angles are from p-Cr reactions (-">ö). The consequence of the

limited si^e of the target is obvious. When the number of

heavy prongs approaches the number of protons in the hit nuc-

leus, the linear correlation between R and N^ disappears (7JJ.

00

u
<

120

g 80
v»lp-p) p - W

300 GeV

• i
Iv

V

• Em 1100 OfV)
e W 1400 GiV)
o W 1300 OtV!
« C 1300 5fH

20

F i g . 18 Req
of N

- 2 0 2 4 6 8 10
PSEUDO -RAPIDITY

;ig. 17. Pseudo-rapidity
distributions for
chromium and tung-
sten events. The
solid curve repre-
sents hydrogen
data (30).

as a function

h*

Data from p-W reactions obtained

at 300 CeV (30) ana 400 GeV (36)

are also shown in Fig. 18. The

p-W results are similar to the

emulsion results and they also

show a slightly linear behaviour.

We conclude that the correla-

tion between R and N, is not only energy-independent but also

seems to be comparatively independent of thj target mass, at

least when M, << Z.

5. Applications in particle physics.

5.1. The location and analysis of neutrino interactions in nuc-

lear_emulsions

The first neutrino experiment where emulsion stacks are used

in hybrid systems with spark chambers was reported by Burhop
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Sport C»*aM»f ticrat-.*)

et aJ. (37) in 1965. In this experiment a stack of nuclear

emulsion pellicles of 10-litre total volume was placed togeth-

er with two spark chambers in the neutrino beam of the CERN

proton synchrotron (Fig. 19). The tracks of secondary partic-

les from neutrino interactions

in the emulsion were observed

in the spark chamber. The

spark chamber tracks were used

to locate these produeced by ":

the same particles in the emul-

sion. These tracks were then

followed back in the emulsion

to the neutrino interaction in

L H»< • .

i
l9.Se»

1

I
which they originated.

Fig. 19, The arrangement
of the emu]sion
stack in hybrid
system with spark
chambers (37).

It was pointed out by Burhop

et al. (37) that the high reso-

lution of emulsions might be

advantageous for studying neu-

trino interactions, and the technique might enable one to de-

tect short-lived intermediate particle:? whose lifetime is too

short to permit, their detection by other techniques. Table 4

shows the range of panicles as a function of decay rate. In

nuclear emulsions it should be possible to distinguish decays

occurring within a few uni from the primary interaction.

Table 4 (7,8)

A remarkable number of im-

portant discoveries (<J> and
Mass (GeV) T(sec) (urn)

2
5

3x10
3x10

- 1 3

- 1 5
90
1 states, sudded rise in

+ _
R = a(e+e~

•» u u~) at /s
+ _

-• h.idj)/a(e e

3.1 GeV and

/s c* 3.7 GeV, structure in R for /s > 4 GeV, u u production in

neutrino experiments, appearance of muons at high P etc.) have

intensified the search for charmed particles. From the SPEAR

data one infers that the lightest charmed bosons should have a

mass ~ 2 GeV and the lifetime of such an object is expected to

be 10 - 10 sec. (39). Nuclear emulsion will thus be a

simple and efficient detector in the search for charmed paitic-
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les.

5.2. Search_for short-1Lved_garticles_groduced in_neutrino

interactions_using_emulsioT};3park_chamber_h^hrid_SYs-

tems_£38}.

In this experiment the following apparatus for the location of

neutrino interactions in emulsion is used;

wide gap chambers in which the charged secondaries of the

neutrino interactions are seen. The thin tracks will

allow one to localize the positions at which secondaries

leave the emulsion stack.

"veto" counters and a narrow gap spark chamber are placed

before the emulsion stack in order to ensure that the ob-

served events are actually produced by neutral particles.

To analyse secondary products of the interactions, the follow-

ing apparatus is used:

A muon spectrometer which determines the sign and momen-

ta of muons emerging from neutrino interactions in the

emulsion.

A hadron calorimeter determines the energy in the hadro-

nic component of the secondaries from the neutrino inter-

action.

A shower detector detects the electrons emitted in the de-

cay of short-lived particles and determines their ener-

gies.

To obtain 500 neutrino interactions for 2x10*8 protons incident

on target, requires a volume of about 20 liters of emulsion.

Of the 500 reactions expected about 450 are charged current

reactions, and about 45, neutral current reactions. This neu-

trino experiment is in progress and no results have been pub-

lished yet.

5.3. Search for charmed hadrons produced by muon deep inei'a:»-

nuclear emulsions(40).

The main idea in this experiment is that deep inelastic muon
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scattering provides a promising source of charmed particles.

It has been estimated that 10-20 % of the events with q 2 > 1

G e V 2 / c 2 would contain charmed final states. The muons which

undergo deep inelastic interactions in the emulsion are iden-

tified by a muon spectrometer and tagged by a system of propor-

tional and drift chambers.

Since the incident muon energy is precisely known, and the

scattered inuon's momentum can be precisely measured, it is

possible, in this experiment, to select events in those kr.ne-

matic regions where an enhanced yield of interesting events is

expected. By precise triangulation with drift and spark cham-

bers the volume of emulsion within which a deep inelastic event

tccurs can be located within < 10 m m 3 .

A secor. 1 air': u£ this experiment is to determine the variation

o£ x.can ;uu ilpiicity with q 2, thereby providing further insight

i:»to the space-time structure of multiparticle production.

5.4. HmuJricn stacks _co.Tibined_wi uh bubble chamber and_counter

oy_ _nc u 11 i. :ir-.; f 11 x \ 2) .

The feasibility of combining emulsion, bubble chamber, and coun-

ter techniqi _•:;; to investigate the r.atnre of dimuon events and

to search fen new short-lived par'icles produced by neutrinos

has been Jiscussei by M. Conversi ( U ) and M. Conversi et al.

(42). Fig. 20 shows the layout of the proposed experiment. A

sign.l fron tue VCS (_•- veto coincidence counter system) and the

indication that two jnuons have reached the EMI (= external muon

identifier), at the same time as that signal, indicates a pos-

sible diui.cn event. By inspection of the BEBC photographs the

reactions wiil be localized to the emulsion stack and all pos-

sible information will be extracted from the photograph and the

ciiulsiou. \ dimuon event would appear as illustrated in

F i i. 21 This dlrtuon event 1:-. assumed to be caused by the-1 pro-

auction and subsequent Jecay of a b° charmed meson (41).
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* N + D + ordinary hadrons

L-> u + + K~ + v

Fig. 21.Sketch showing
the production
and decay of a
hypothetical
charmed meson
appearing as
a dimuon.
event (41).

Fig. 20. Schematic view
of experimental
set up proposed
to investigate dimuon events and to search for short
-lived particles.
WBNB = wide band neutrino beam,
BEBC = Big European Bubble Chamber (41).

in_bubble_chamber.

L. Voyvodic (43) has considered the possibility of mounting

emulsion stacks inside bubble

chambers. Fig. 22 shows how

an emulsion stack might be

mounted in the nose cone of

the 15-foot bubble chamber

at Fermilab. Neutrino inter-

actions in the emulsion will

be selected from the bubble

chamber photo-graphs. Tracks

of charged particles from

the interaction are observed

on photographs, and as many

Fig. 22. An emulsion stack moun-
ted in the nose cone of
the 15-foot bubble chamber at Fermilab (43).
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as possible of the reaction products are identified. The

extrapolation of the tracks on the photo locates the reaction

vertex in the emulsion stack.

It seems to be possible to use not only chambers operating near

room-temperature but also cryogenic bubble chambers. In the

latter case, one needs to choose large-grain emulsion such as

NIKFI Type R or Ilford Type G5, which have been demonstrated

to be usable at liquid hydrogen temperature (44).

A method for trigged record of particles in AgCl-crystals (45).

Finally I would J ike to mention an interesting method to de-

tect heavy particles in AgCl-crystals which has been suggested

by E. Schopper (45). A sketch of the apparatus is shown in

Figure 23. The detector consists of multiwire chambers (MWC),

Cerenkov detectors, AgCl-crystals

and light emitting diods. Sig-

nals from the multi-wire cham-

bers (XjYi,X2Y2) determine the

path of the particle in the de-

tector and the position of the

latent track of the particle in

the AgCl-crystal. The aim of

the Cerenkov detectors is to se-

lect particles in certain velo-

city and charge intervals.

MWC

Cerer>kov Det

C»f*rikov 0«l

MWC

AgCI-Oetoclor

Light »muting OlocK
(LEO's)

Fig. 23. Trigged iecord of
a particle in
AgCl (45).

In order to get the latent track

in the AgCl-crystal stable

against fast fading, its forma-

tion has to be supported by addi-

tional electrons by simultaneous

irradiation with yellow light. This important feature allows

to select the record of tracks by will. In this detector the

irradiation comes from light emitting diods. The diod close

to the latent track in the crystal is turned on by a signal

from the 5fWC:s when the conditions for particle registration

are satisfied.
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This detector is suitable when long exposures are required,

for example in experimental equipments placed in space air-

crafts. The background in conventional tiack detectors will

in most cases be too heavy. The suggested detector records

only particles to be analysed, and the background will be sub-

stantially suppressed.

A similar technique applied to heavy ion reactions has also

been suggested (45). Here the intention is to detect alpha-

-particles in the reaction * 6O(a,ct' )4a.

After the exposure the AgCl-crystals are revealed simply by

irradiation with a flux (~ 1018 quanta/cm2) of ultraviolet

light. This dry procedure does not imply any shrinkage or

deformation.

This summary of recent application of SSNTDs in high energy

physics has necessarily been confined almost exclusively to

the emulsion techniques. However, the examples given should

indicate that SSNTDs are still very important in high energy

physics.
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